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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
CITY OF CHICAGO,
Plaintiff,
Case No. 1:20-cv-1566

vs.
ALEX M. AZAR, II, in his official capacity
as Secretary of the United States
Department of Health and Human
Services, et al.,
Defendants.

DECLARATION OF GILBERT ORBEA
I, Gilbert Orbea, declare under penalty of perjury as prescribed in 28 U.S.C. § 1746:
The facts contained in this declaration are based on my personal knowledge, and I
can testify competently to them if called upon to do so.
I am a Legal Assistant at Democracy Forward Foundation, which serves as
counsel to the City of Chicago in the above-captioned matter. I submit this sworn declaration in
support of the City’s motion for a preliminary injunction or, in the alternative, expedited
summary judgment.
Attached as Exhibit B-1 is a true and correct copy of Mohana Ravindranath,
Trump Officials Weigh Reopening Obamacare Enrollment Over Coronavirus, Politico (Mar. 21,
2020), available at https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/trump-administration-obamacarecoronavirus-140806.
Attached as Exhibit B-2 is a true and correct copy of Adam Cancryn et al., How
Trump Surprised His Own Team by Ruling Out Obamacare, Politico (Apr. 3, 2020), available at
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/03/trump-obamacare-coronavirus-164285.
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Attached as Exhibit B-3 is a true and correct copy of Margot Sanger-Katz & Reed
Abelson, Obamacare Markets Will Not Reopen, Trump Decides, N.Y. Times (Apr. 1, 2020),
available at https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/01/upshot/obamacare-markets-coronavirustrump.html.
Attached as Exhibit B-4 is a true and correct copy of Scott Bixby et al., Biden
Tells Trump: Stop the ‘Pettiness’ and Reopen Obamacare, Daily Beast (Apr. 3, 2020), available
at https://www.thedailybeast.com/biden-tells-trump-stop-the-pettiness-and-reopen-obamacare.
Attached as Exhibit B-5 is a true and correct copy of Susannah Luthi, Trump
Rejects Obamacare Special Enrollment Period Amid Pandemic, Politico (Mar. 31, 2020),
available at https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/31/trump-obamacare-coronavirus-157788.
Attached as Exhibit B-6 is a true and correct copy of excerpts of Transcript: ABC
News Anchor David Muir Interviews President Trump, ABC News (Jan. 25, 2017), available at
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/transcript-abc-news-anchor-david-muir-interviewspresident/story?id=45047602.
Attached as Exhibit B-7 is a true and correct copy of Alan Rappeport, Trump Says
He Got Rid of Obamacare. The I.R.S. Doesn’t Agree, N.Y. Times (May 6, 2018), available at
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/06/business/trump-obamacare-irs.html.
Attached as Exhibit B-8 is a true and correct copy of Laura Litvan
(@LauraLitvan), Twitter (June 23, 2018, 4:04 PM), available at
https://twitter.com/LauraLitvan/status/1010614472946352128.
Attached as Exhibit B-9 is a true and correct copy of excerpts of President Trump
Calls the Show!, Rush Limbaugh Show (Aug. 1, 2018), available at
https://www.rushlimbaugh.com/daily/2018/08/01/president-trump-calls-the-show/amp/.
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Attached as Exhibit B-10 is a true and correct copy of excerpts of Speech: Donald
Trump Holds a Political Rally in Southaven, MS – October 2, 2018, Factbase, available at
https://factba.se/transcript/donald-trump-speech-maga-rally-southaven-ms-october-2-2018.
Attached as Exhibit B-11 is a true and correct copy of excerpts of Speech: Donald
Trump Holds a Political Rally in Huntington, West Virginia – November 2, 2018, Factbase,
available at https://factba.se/transcript/donald-trump-speech-maga-rally-huntington-wvnovember-2-2018.
Attached as Exhibit B-12 is a true and correct copy of Jim Acosta (@Acosta),
Twitter (Nov. 2, 2018, 8:19 PM), available at
https://twitter.com/acosta/status/1058514065595777024?s=21.
Attached as Exhibit B-13 is a true and correct copy of Nikki Carvajal, Trump Says
Administration Will Continue Legal Fight to Eliminate Obamacare, CNN (May 6, 2020),
available at https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/06/politics/trump-obamacare/index.html.
Attached as Exhibit B-14 is a true and correct copy of Greg Johnson, Former
Blackjewel Workers Get Special Exemption from Health Marketplace, Gillette News Record
(Sept. 5, 2019), available at https://www.gillettenewsrecord.com/news/local/article_df4c2e6b6e6f-5f74-875a-7a2417a944ed.html.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the
foregoing is true and correct.
Dated: June 15, 2020
Washington, DC
/s/ Gilbert Orbea
Gilbert Orbea
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C O R O N AV I R U S

Trump officials weigh reopening Obamacare enrollment over
coronavirus

A number of Democratic-leaning states that run their own health insurance marketplaces have recently reopened
enrollment.

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services Administrator Seema Verma. | Carolyn Kaster/AP Photo
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The Trump administration is considering whether to create a special
enrollment period for Obamacare coverage because of the coronavirus
emergency, a CMS spokesperson confirmed.
A number of Democratic-leaning states that run their own health insurance
marketplaces have recently reopened enrollment, encouraging uninsured
residents to get covered amid the pandemic. Most states, however, use the
federal marketplace overseen by the Trump administration, HealthCare.gov.
Advertisement

AD

Major health insurance lobbies on Friday said they would support reopening
enrollment in Obamacare markets if the government covered anticipated
losses, despite some initial reluctance. Some insurers feared getting saddled
with huge costs if many coronavirus patients signed up for coverage.

The insurer lobbies, America's Health Insurance Plans and the Blue Cross Blue
Shield Association, called on Congress this week to include funding in the
upcoming coronavirus stimulus package to offset potential losses from
covering more people.
The Wall Street Journal first reported the administration was weighing a
special enrollment period.
A spokesperson for CMS, which oversees the insurance marketplaces, said
people should also check HealthCare.gov to see if they already qualify for a
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/trump-administration-obamacare-coronavirus-140806
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special enrollment period because they lost their job or other circumstances.
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C O R O N AV I R U S

How Trump surprised his own team by ruling out Obamacare

Insurers were prepared to extend coverage, HHS officials were largely on board, but the White House refused to
reopen enrollment.

President Donald Trump at a daily White House coronavirus briefing. | Win McNamee/Getty Images
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As the coronavirus ran rampant and record jobless numbers piled up, the
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/03/trump-obamacare-coronavirus-164285
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nation’s health insurers last week readied for a major announcement: The
Trump administration was reopening Obamacare enrollment to millions of
newly uninsured Americans.
It was an announcement that never came.
Advertisement

The White House instead rejected the prospect of allowing new sign-ups across
the 38 Affordable Care Act marketplaces it controls — a decision that shocked
the health care industry, triggered widespread criticism and prompted a
scramble within the administration to find a new way to care for the growing
population left exposed to the pandemic.

It's also one that allowed Trump to sidestep an awkward reckoning with the
Affordable Care Act, which he’s long vowed to kill, and the health care program
bearing the name of his Democratic predecessor. The president opposed
reopening the Obamacare marketplaces when presented with the option, one
person familiar with the decision said — prompting the creation of an initiative
that federal officials are now rushing to construct.
“You have a perfectly good answer in front of you, and instead you’re going to
make another one up,” said one Republican close to the administration. “It’s
purely ideological.”
On Friday, Trump touted his administration’s plan to cover uninsured patients’
coronavirus treatments by paying hospitals for their costs, on the condition
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/03/trump-obamacare-coronavirus-164285
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that providers also not stick those people with separate charges.
“This should alleviate any concern uninsured Americans may have about
seeking the coronavirus treatment,” Trump said during a news briefing. “So
that, I think, answers the question pretty well and very much in favor of our
great people.”
The rollout of the new hospital payment program capped a frenetic several
days within the administration, prompted by a White House official’s
confirmation Tuesday that there would be no reopening of the Obamacare
markets.
That declaration surprised even some officials in the Health and Human
Services Department, who believed the concept was still under consideration.
And amid a crush of criticism from Democrats led by 2020 presidential
frontrunner Joe Biden, it worried officials who viewed the verdict as an
unforced error in the middle of a historic pandemic.

0:00

“It’s a bad decision opticswise,” one administration official said in the
immediate aftermath. “It politicizes people’s access to health services during a
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/03/trump-obamacare-coronavirus-164285
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serious national health emergency.”
Over the prior weeks, health officials charged with overseeing Obamacare had
debated offering special access to those caught without insurance as the novel
coronavirus spread, officials told POLITICO.
Advertisement

AD

Several states with control over their own health exchanges had already flung
their doors open in the past month, in an acknowledgment of the deepening
crisis that’s already killed thousands and threatens to persist well into the
summer.
“We are in a unique situation,” Michele Eberle, executive director in charge of
Maryland’s Obamacare market, said Wednesday, as the state led by GOP Gov.
Larry Hogan announced it would enroll people through June 15. “The decision
to extend the enrollment deadline was made to ensure as many people as
possible get the coverage they need.”
Health insurers that would be on the hook for covering the new population,
including the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association, had also thrown their vocal
support behind the idea.
"A Special Enrollment Period would offer much needed coverage to millions of
Americans and mitigate the potential impact on providers and hospitals which
will be forced to rely on emergency funding," the Alliance of Community
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/03/trump-obamacare-coronavirus-164285
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Health Plans wrote in a March letter to Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services Administrator Seema Verma.
The move made sense to many in both the industry and Trump’s own
administration, because Americans who lose their health insurance as a result
of losing their job are already eligible to sign up for Obamacare outside the
traditional monthlong enrollment period. With the coronavirus pandemic
straining hospitals and the administration’s projections growing increasingly
dire, health officials began signaling to insurers that it was preparing to give
the broader pool of uninsured Americans a fresh shot at getting coverage, three
people with knowledge of the discussions said.
And by late March, administration officials sent word to insurers that the call
would soon be official: They were reopening Obamacare, an unprecedented
move that would have recognized the depth of the public health emergency.
Major health insurance groups prepped news releases in anticipation of an
announcement as soon as March 28, two people with knowledge of the
arrangements said.
But that Saturday passed quietly, as inside the White House, senior aides to
Trump balked at giving the proposal a final sign-off. Among the concerns: The
insurers calling loudly for reopening the markets would return weeks later
seeking a bailout, as their new enrollees racked up medical expenses, a former
senior administration official familiar with the decision said.
Advertisement
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White House aides largely agreed it was far better to instead spend that money
on hospitals, said two senior administration officials, even after officials at
HHS and CMS had signaled plans to reopen the exchanges.
The aides also worried that Obamacare coverage would remain unaffordable
for many Americans even if the administration reopened the markets —
introducing a host of new political risks, another former senior administration
official added.
By Tuesday, HealthCare.gov's grand reopening was off, with a White House
official telling POLITICO that the administration was exploring alternative
options.

0:00

HHS spokespeople declined to address a series of questions about the decisionmaking process.
“We do not comment on internal deliberations," an HHS spokesperson said.
"This has been publicly addressed during White House press briefings and we
would point you to those comments.”
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/03/trump-obamacare-coronavirus-164285
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The White House declined comment.
Health and Human Services Secretary Alex Azar on Friday insisted that paying
providers directly for coronavirus treatment represented a faster and more
targeted solution.
The uninsured will be able to seek treatment immediately, without worrying
about first purchasing insurance coverage, Azar said. And hospitals will be
reimbursed swiftly for their expenses, on the additional condition that they not
stick their patients with surprise bills.
Advertisement

AD

“In many respects, it’s better for those uninsured individuals,” Azar said.
“What President Trump is doing here with this money is an unprecedented
disease-specific support of care for individuals to make sure that people get
treatment.”
Yet the announcement comes with fresh questions about how smoothly the
administration can run the payment process in the middle of an all-consuming
crisis, how much of the $100 billion fund already earmarked for hospitals it
will consume and how expansive the coverage for the uninsured will be.
If Trump had chosen instead to reopen the HealthCare.gov website — as 11
largely blue states that control their own markets have already done — people
without insurance could buy more comprehensive policies that not only would
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/03/trump-obamacare-coronavirus-164285
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cover coronavirus treatments but any follow-up treatment, mental-health care,
and future check-ups.
Trump, however, has long opposed Obamacare, pledging on the campaign trail
to eliminate it and making the law’s repeal and replacement a top priority of
his presidency. That aspiration ended in failure in 2017, though the
administration has successfully rolled back a central requirement that all
Americans purchase health insurance.
The White House has since sought to limit Obamacare’s reach, while backing a
lawsuit by GOP-led states to wipe out the law altogether — a position it’s
continued to hold as coronavirus cases mount.
The decision not to reopen Obamacare enrollment prompted an immediate
rebuke from Democrats and insurers.
"This callous decision will cost lives. Period," Biden tweeted on Wednesday.
The White House decision also caught the hospital industry off guard,
frustrating executives who spent the past week awaiting guidance for how
strained front-line facilities could access the new funding.

C O R O N AV I R U S : W H AT Y O U N E E D T O K N O W

Trump still loves to hire, fire and remake the West Wing staff — even in the
middle of a pandemic.
Confirmed U.S. Cases: 1,486,757 | U.S. Deaths: 89,562



How coronavirus will change the world permanently



Coronavirus cases, tracked state by state



Do you work for a hospital? Tell us what you're seeing

T O P D E V E LO P M E N T S

"Immunity passports" won't reopen the American economy.
The White House is struggling to keep its staffers safe while pushing for reopening.
Jerome Powell offers a grim unemployment forecast.
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Obama said leaders weren’t “even pretending to be in charge.” Trump dismissed him as
"grossly incompetent."

Read all coronavirus coverage »

“We’re going to provide care to everyone, and we particularly want the
uninsured to feel secure that the financing’s not going to get in the way of their
care. At the same time, though, the purpose of the $100 billion fund was to
keep the doors of hospitals open,” said Chip Kahn, CEO of the Federation of
American Hospitals, which represents for-profit hospital systems. “I was a little
disappointed that the first thing we hear about the fund is that it’s going to be
used for some other purpose.”
Advertisement

AD

Hospital groups are still scrambling for clarity on how much money would be
taken from the fund and what the process would look like — warning that
creating a whole new system for covering the uninsured might further delay
payouts.
“You know what that’s called? That’s called single payer,” one Republican
lobbyist said of the plan to directly cover expenses for the uninsured.
Trump administration health officials are still trying to answer those key
questions, too — a sign of how hastily the proposal was assembled, with the

https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/03/trump-obamacare-coronavirus-164285
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White House only granting final approval hours before it was announced on
Friday.
Still, administration officials maintain that the program represents a better
solution than asking people to get their own coverage under Obamacare.
“People who lose their jobs and insurance can buy ACA insurance if they want,
but we’re covering Covid testing for free and banning balance billing," said one
senior administration official. "What is better than that? People want care, not
coverage."
And hospitals could end up warming to the program, depending on whether
the government reimburses according to a provision in Congress’ rescue
package that mandates higher-than-normal pay rates for treating coronavirus
patients.
“Medicare is a mediocre payer,” one lobbyist said, "but they’re a fast mediocre
payer.”
Yet it’s not likely to quell criticism from consumer advocates and Democrats,
who contend that it will force millions of Americans to remain uninsured —
with little assurance so far that the government will similarly cover follow-up
doctor visits or treatments for other medical conditions like pneumonia that
are linked to coronavirus.
For Democrats in particular, the episode has energized a party that’s struggled
in recent weeks to balance attacking Trump over a response they view as
catastrophic with wariness over appearing overly political in the midst of a
pandemic.
With attention shifting back to Obamacare — which has grown increasingly
popular since the GOP’s failed 2017 bid to repeal the law — Democrats have
appeared to find stable footing, pillorying the administration over its policy
making.
“We have a health crisis, and it looks like we’re going to have a health
insurance crisis,” Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) said in a lengthy Twitter
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/03/trump-obamacare-coronavirus-164285
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video attacking the White House’s stance. “It’s time for the federal government
to just step up and say, ‘We’re going to cover everyone who doesn’t have health
insurance.’”

CORRECTION: An earlier version of this story misstated the name of a group representing
nonprofit health insurers. It is the Alliance of Community Health Plans, not the Association of
Community Health Plans.
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Exhibit B-3

Obamacare Markets Will Not Reopen, Trump Decides - The New York Times
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Obamacare Markets Will Not Reopen,
Trump Decides
The move would have made it easier for people who have recently
lost jobs to obtain health insurance.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/01/upshot/obamacare-markets-coronavirus-trump.html[5/29/2020 2:32:39 PM]
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By Margot Sanger-Katz and Reed Abelson
April 1, 2020
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President Trump late last week on his way to Naval Station Norfolk in Virginia. Sarah
Silbiger/Getty Images

The Trump administration has decided against reopening the Affordable
Care Act’s Healthcare.gov marketplaces to new customers, despite broad
layoffs and growing fears that people will be uninsured during the
coronavirus outbreak.
The option to reopen markets, in what is known as a special enrollment
period, would have made it easier for people who have recently lost jobs or
who had already been uninsured to obtain health insurance. The
administration has established such special enrollment periods in the past,
typically in the wake of natural disasters.
The administration had been considering the action for several weeks, and
President Trump mentioned such conversations in a recent news briefing.
But according to a White House official, those discussions are now over.
The news of the decision was previously reported by Politico.
ADVERTISEMENT
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The decision will not prevent Americans who recently lost their jobs from
obtaining health insurance if they want it. Under current law, people who
lose job-based insurance already qualify to enroll for health insurance on
the marketplaces, but are required to provide proof that they lost their
coverage. A special enrollment period would have made it easier for such
people to enroll, because it would not require that paperwork. It also would
have provided a new option for people who chose not to buy health
insurance this year but want it now.
Though the administration continues to run the Affordable Care Act
marketplaces, it has taken numerous steps to weaken them, and President
Trump continues to call for the health law’s elimination and replacement.
The administration has joined a lawsuit with a group of Republican states
that calls for the entire law to be overturned, which the Supreme Court will
consider in its next term. Mr. Trump recently told reporters that he
continues to support the suit, and would like to replace the law, though he
has not specified a preferred policy alternative.
“What we want to do is get rid of the bad health care and put in a great
health care,” he said, in response to a question on March 22 about the
lawsuit.
So far, the administration has declined to publicize the existing options for
Americans who have recently lost health benefits through job reductions.
Eleven states and the District of Columbia have established special
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enrollment periods to allow people to obtain new insurance coverage. The
states are California, Colorado, Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Nevada, New York, Rhode Island, Vermont and Washington,
and they control their marketplaces. But federal action would have been
required to allow customers to re-enter the markets in the 38 states with
markets run by Healthcare.gov. or that use the federal platform. (Idaho,
which also runs its own marketplace, has decided against a special
enrollment period.)
ADVERTISEMENT

Insurers, which had been arguing in favor of the enrollment period, had
been hopeful just a few days ago that the White House might announce
such a step. But the situation suddenly became “fluid,” in the description of
one executive. Another described the administration as divided about
whether to proceed, especially given the president’s support for the lawsuit
that would overturn the law.

Latest Updates: Coronavirus Outbreak in the U.S.
As the C.D.C. recommends workplace changes, millions of the
unemployed have more immediate concerns.

&#8226;

Scientists are questioning the validity of an influential
hydroxychloroquine study.

&#8226;

Stocks dropped as tensions worsened between the U.S. and
China.

&#8226;
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Numerous other health care provider and consumer groups, including the
American Diabetes Association, Families USA and the New Hampshire
Nurses Association, wrote a joint letter to the administration last month
asking it to establish a special enrollment period. The groups argued that
forcing people to verify eligibility “would not only delay care receipt, it
would deter enrollment by healthy customers, endangering the individualmarket risk pool,” the grouping of customers that determines what the
insurers charge for a policy.
Governors of several states also asked the administration to grant a special
enrollment period, including Republican governors in Arizona and New
Hampshire, and Democratic ones in Oregon, Michigan and New Jersey.
Many Democratic politicians criticized the decision Wednesday as
insensitive to the needs of the public in a crisis, including Joe Biden, who
leads the race for the Democratic presidential nomination. The Democratic
Congressional Campaign Committee also released a statement, suggesting
it may become a campaign issue. Democrats made health care a centerpiece
of many House races in the 2018 midterm elections.
“In the midst of a global pandemic, Washington Republicans continue their
crusade against the health and safety of the American public,” said Fabiola
Rodriguez, a spokeswoman for the group, in the statement. “By blocking
uninsured Covid-19 patients from getting health care, Trump and his allies
have decided to bankrupt American families. The American people deserve
to know if House Republicans will stand up for the millions of Americans
who face the challenge of being jobless and uninsured during the Covid-19
pandemic.”
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The Coronavirus Outbreak

Frequently Asked Questions and Advice
Updated May 28, 2020

&#8226;
What’s the risk of catching coronavirus from a surface?
Touching contaminated objects and then infecting ourselves with the germs
is not typically how the virus spreads. But it can happen. A number of
studies of flu, rhinovirus, coronavirus and other microbes have shown that
respiratory illnesses, including the new coronavirus, can spread by touching
contaminated surfaces, particularly in places like day care centers, offices
and hospitals. But a long chain of events has to happen for the disease to
spread that way. The best way to protect yourself from coronavirus —
Read more

.cls1{
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Both Democratic
and Republican members of Congress had also urged the
#111;
}

administration to consider a special enrollment period. But Congress
declined to require such an enrollment period in its last round of

coronavirus legislation, instead leaving the decision to federal officials.
In a statement Wednesday, Senator Cory Booker of New Jersey
recommended that Congress include a special enrollment provision in its
next round of coronavirus legislation. He had also proposed such language
be included in the last bill. “At a time when our health care system is
already under enormous strain, it makes no sense to willingly allow even
more individuals to go without coverage,” he said.
ADVERTISEMENT
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Even though the White House official described the matter as decided,
officials have the capability to establish a special enrollment period at any
time.

Noah Weiland contributed reporting.
ADVERTISEMENT
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Biden Tells Trump:
Stop the ‘Pettiness’
and Reopen
Obamacare
URGENT CARE
“Trump must also withdraw his support for a
partisan lawsuit that would undo the
Affordable Care Act and take health
coverage away from almost
million
Americans,” Biden said.
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presumptive Democratic
presidential nominee Joe
Biden demanded that the
Trump administration
reopen enrollment in the
Affordable Care Act health
insurance exchanges, as
millions of Americans—many
of them newly unemployed—
face the prospect of enduring
the coronavirus pandemic
without access to healthcare.
“During this outbreak, when
health care coverage is more
important than ever, Donald
Trump is refusing to give
those who have been
uninsured access to the best
resource we have: the
Affordable Care Act’s
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marketplaces,” Biden said in
an exclusive statement to The
Daily Beast, in which he
called it “critical” that Trump
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period.
“This is no time to put
pettiness and ideology above
helping those who are in the
greatest need,” Biden said,
calling the spread of the
novel coronavirus “the worst
public health crisis in
generations”—one for which
the president failed to
prepare the nation, “despite
warning after warning.”
Biden’s statement reflects the
fervent desire among many
Democrats to make health
insurance expansion a policy
priority as the coronavirus
continues to spread across
the country and dislodges
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millions of people from their
workplaces. Trump has faced
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mounting pressure to allow
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for a special enrollment
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who don’t have insurance can
purchase it.
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Sam Brodey

Last week, Trump told
reporters that reopening the
exchanges in light of the
unique and dire
circumstances was
“something we’re talking to a
lot of people about.” By this
week, however, the
administration had rejected
the idea, dumbfounding
health officials, insurers, and
various others who’d hoped
they would, or expected them
to do so.
In meetings at the White
House in the time between
his stated consideration and
his announced rejection of
the idea, Trump on multiple
occasions had referred to
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Obamacare as “a failure,” and
questioned why the
administration should bother
helping to prop it up,
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And during a press briefing
on Thursday, Trump
reaffirmed that he was
against leaning on
Obamacare exchanges to help
the uninsured get coverage in
light of a growing pandemic.
The president told reporters
that he had a supposedly
“better” idea.
“We are going to get a cash
payment to the people and
we are working out the
mechanics of that with the
legislature,” he said. “So we
are going to try and get them
a cash payment because just
opening it up doesn't help as
much, so we're going to work
it out… for that certain group
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of people a cash payment.”
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But the term “cash payment”
confused even some of the
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president’s own White House
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officials—two of whom
messaged The Daily Beast
while the press briefing was
still ongoing that they had no
idea
what
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proposals floated internally
to airdrop “bags of cash” to
people who’d just lost their
jobs and health insurance.
When The Daily Beast asked
the president Thursday night
what he meant by delivering
“cash payment” to offset loss
of coverage, Trump stared
blankly before quickly
kicking it over to Vice
President Mike Pence to try
to explain the confusing new
announcement. Pence’s
answer, however, related to
funding hospital treatment of
coronavirus victims, not to
any direct cash payments to
workers seeking healthcare.
Asked during Friday's
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briefing about how federal
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stimulus money will help
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the uninsured, and whether it
would be easier to re-open
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the markets, Health and
Human Services Sec. Alex
Azar said people who
had insurance with their
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Earlier in the briefing, Azar
emphasized that funding will
be used to cover costs of
“delivering COVID-19 care
for the uninsured.”
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“Then what we're doing is
taking from that $100 billion
to providers, taking money
and saying if you're a
provider, and you care for
anybody who's uninsured, we
are going to compensate you
for doing that and we're
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“They're going to get first
dollar coverage,” he said.
“They're going to get care in
the United States and the
providers going to be made
whole from this program.”
Though Congress has passed
three different coronavirus
relief bills, lawmakers have
not yet approved any
legislation to reopen
Obamacare’s exchanges. The
crisis, however, has grown
only more dire. Individuals
who lose employer-based
health insurance are allowed
to shop for new plans on the
Obamacare exchanges, and a
handful of states do still have
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active open enrollment
periods.
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But of the nearly 10 million
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Americans who have applied
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for unemployment benefits in
the past two weeks, only 3.5
million are estimated to have
lost their insurance along
with
losing
their
jobs—
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during a pandemic. Some of
those individuals may qualify
for Medicaid, but experts say
not everyone will be able to.
Democratic congressional
leaders say they will fight to
include such provisions to
address lack of access to
insurance in a widelyanticipated fourth round of
coronavirus-related
legislation, which could come
as soon as this month.
“We should open it,” said
Sen. Chuck Schumer (DN.Y.), the Senate Democratic
leader, when asked about the
exchanges by The Daily Beast
on a Friday conference call.
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“This is a crisis; any way we
can help people try to get
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health care, we should do it.”
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Trump and Pence’s
comments about “cash
payments,” saying that the
“administration is twisting
itself
into
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The Daily Beast reached out
to a dozen GOP congressional
offices to ask if they support
opening the exchanges, but
none responded. Key GOP
lawmakers, however, have
done more in recent years to
shore up Obamacare than to
dismantle it, and the party
could warm to special
enrollment as a way to ward
off more aggressive
Democratic health care
measures, like Medicaid
expansion, that are being
proposed as a response to the
coronavirus.
The lack of federal help so far
has led some states, like
Washington, to take their
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own action. In a statement to
The Daily Beast, Washington
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Gov. Jay Inslee, a former
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2020 Democratic
presidential candidate, called
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on leaders to make sure
people “get the medical care
they need—especially as
millions face the possible loss
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state’s Exchange just made
the decision to extend our
special enrollment period for
anyone without insurance to
get covered through May 8,”
Inslee said. “As states grapple
with a rapidly evolving public
health emergency, the federal
government should do the
same.”
A similar sentiment was
echoed by Michigan Gov.
Gretchen Whitmer. Both her
state and Inslee’s have
become focal points of the
coronavirus pandemic, and
both have been criticized by
Trump in the midst of the
health crisis. Last week,
Trump bragged about telling
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Pence, the leader of the
coronavirus task force, to
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skip calling the leaders of
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those two hard-hit areas.
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“If they don’t treat you right,
I don’t call,” Trump said at
the time.
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sector, to boost healthcare
access. But she was
“disappointed that the
Administration is refusing to
allow for a special enrollment
period under the Affordable
Care Act.”
Thirteen GOP governors’
offices were also asked by
The Daily Beast about the
Trump administration’s
decision, but only one
responded with a comment.
“Ohio is aware of this issue,”
a spokesperson for Gov. Mike
DeWine said in an email.
“Our Ohio Department of
Insurance is monitoring the
situation closely.”
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Advocates for healthcare
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reform have accused Trump
of opposing reopening the
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exchanges because he is
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hostile to the Affordable Care
Act itself, evidenced by his
administration’s continued
attempts in federal court to
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card is dangerously
undermining our health care
system with baseless attacks
of Medicaid, sabotage of ACA
exchanges, and toxic
proposed budget cuts to
Medicare,” said Kyle Morse, a
spokesperson for the liberal
PAC American Bridge. “With
3.5 million people losing
employer-sponsored health
coverage in the middle of a
pandemic, Donald Trump’s
decision to keep the
exchanges closed for business
will lead to higher death tolls
and medical bills. Uninsured
Americans are already being
denied care and dying from
Coronavirus, Trump’s
decision all but ensured that
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more will follow.”
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Biden told The Daily Beast
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that the president’s
continued pursuit of that case
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would eliminate health
coverage for tens of millions
of people.
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health coverage away from
almost 20 million
Americans,” Biden said.
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Trump rejects Obamacare special enrollment period amid pandemic

President Donald Trump and administration officials recently said they were considering relaunching
HealthCare.gov.
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The Trump administration has decided against reopening Obamacare
enrollment to uninsured Americans during the coronavirus pandemic, defying
calls from health insurers and Democrats to create a special sign-up window
amid the health crisis.
President Donald Trump and administration officials recently said they were
considering relaunching HealthCare.gov, the federal enrollment site, and
insurers said they privately received assurances from health officials overseeing
the law's marketplace. However, a White House official on Tuesday evening
told POLITICO the administration will not reopen the site for a special
enrollment period, and that the administration is "exploring other options."
Advertisement

AD

The annual enrollment period for HealthCare.gov closed months ago, and a
special enrollment period for the coronavirus could have extended the
opportunity for millions of uninsured Americans to newly seek out coverage.
Still, the law already allows a special enrollment for people who have lost their
workplace health plans, so the health care law may still serve as a safety net
after a record surge in unemployment stemming from the pandemic.

Numerous Democratic-leaning states that run their own insurance markets
have already reopened enrollment in recent weeks as the coronavirus threat
grew. The Trump administration oversees enrollment for about two-thirds of
states.
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/31/trump-obamacare-coronavirus-157788
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Insurers said they had expected Trump to announce a special enrollment
period last Friday based on conversations they had with officials at the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Services, which runs HealthCare.gov enrollment. It
wasn’t immediately clear why the Trump administration decided against the
special enrollment period. CMS deferred comment to the White House.
Trump confirmed last week he was seriously considering a special enrollment
period, but he also doubled down on his support of a lawsuit by Republican
states that could destroy the entire Affordable Care Act, along with coverage for
the 20 million people insured through the law.
People losing their workplace coverage have some insurance options outside of
the law's marketplaces. They can extend their employer plan for up to 18
months through COBRA, but that's an especially pricey option. Medicaid is also
an option for low-income adults in about two-thirds of states that have adopted
Obamacare's expansion of the program.
Short-term health insurance alternatives promoted by Trump, which allow
enrollment year-round, is also an option for many who entered the crisis
without coverage. Those plans offer skimpier coverage and typically exclude
insurance protections for preexisting conditions, and some blue states like
California and have banned them or severely restricted them. The quality of the
plans vary significantly and, depending on the contract, insurers can change
coverage terms on the fly and leave patients with exorbitant medical bills.

C O R O N AV I R U S : W H AT Y O U N E E D T O K N O W

Trump still loves to hire, fire and remake the West Wing staff — even in the
middle of a pandemic.
Confirmed U.S. Cases: 1,486,757 | U.S. Deaths: 89,562



How coronavirus will change the world permanently



Coronavirus cases, tracked state by state



Do you work for a hospital? Tell us what you're seeing
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"Immunity passports" won't reopen the American economy.
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The White House is struggling to keep its staffers safe while pushing for reopening.
Jerome Powell offers a grim unemployment forecast.
Obama said leaders weren’t “even pretending to be in charge.” Trump dismissed him as
"grossly incompetent."

Read all coronavirus coverage »

Major insurers selling Obamacare plans were initially reluctant to reopen the
law's marketplaces, fearing they would be crushed by a wave of costs from
Covid-19, the disease caused by the novel coronavirus. But the main insurance
lobby, America's Health Insurance Plans, endorsed the special enrollment
period roughly two weeks ago while also urging lawmakers to expand premium
subsidies to make coverage more affordable for middle-income people.
Advertisement

AD

Congress in last week’s $2 trillion stimulus passed on that request, as well as
insurers’ petition for an open-ended government fund to help stem financial
losses from an unexpected wave in coronavirus hospitalizations.
Democrats pushing for the special enrollment period are also grappling with
the high costs facing many people with insurance despite new pledges from
plans to waive cost-sharing. Obamacare plans and a growing number of those
offered by employers impose hefty cost-sharing and high deductibles that could
still burden infected Americans with thousands of dollar in medical bills.
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House Energy and Commerce Chairman Frank Pallone (D-N.J.) on a press call
Monday contended that "we also need to have free treatment" after Congress
eliminated out-of-pocket costs for coronavirus tests.
"We did the testing, which is now free, and everybody, regardless of their
insurance, gets it," Pallone said. "But that has to be for the treatment as well."
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TRANSCRIPT: ABC News anchor David
Muir interviews President Trump
David Muir’s interview with President Trump on Jan. 25, 2017.

Top Stories
TRANSCRIPT: ABC News
anchor David Muir interviews
President Trump
Jan 25, 10:25 PM

By ABC NEWS

ABC News Live Stream

January 25, 2017, 10:25 PM • 45 min read

Jan 03, 1:34 PM

Coronavirus government
response updates: Top Trump
oﬃcials clash over CDC
response
1 hour ago

Man slashes married couple
with machete, says he was angry
over coronavirus lockdown



May 18, 7:25 AM

70 cases of COVID-19 at French
schools days after re-opening
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32 minutes ago

Trump: 'I Can Be the Most Presidential Person Ever' Other Than Lincoln
Five days in, has the weight of the office changed President Trump? "I want to make this a great success for
the American people and for the people who put me in this position."

— -- On Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2017, ABC News "World News Tonight" anchor
David Muir interviewed President Donald Trump in the White House. The
following is a transcript of the interview:
DAVID MUIR: Mr. President, it's an honor to be here at the White House.

PRESIDENT TRUMP: Thank you very much, David.
DAVID MUIR: Let me ask you, has the magnitude of this job hit you yet?

ABC News Live

PRESIDENT TRUMP: It has periodically hit me. And it is a tremendous
magnitude. And where you really see it is when you're talking to the
generals about problems in the world. And we do have problems in the
world. Big problems. The business also hits because the -- the size of it. The
size.
I was with the Ford yesterday. And with General Motors yesterday. The top

24/7 coverage of breaking news and live events

representatives, great people. And they're gonna do some tremendous work
in the United States. They're gonna build plants back in the United States.
But when you see the size, even as a businessman, the size of the
investment that these big companies are gonna make, it hits you even in
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/transcript-abc-news-anchor-david-muir-interviews-president/story?id=45047602
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unleash something that's gonna be terriﬁc. And remember this, before
Obamacare you had a lot of people that were very, very happy with their
health care.
And now those people in many cases don't even have health care. They
don't even have anything that's acceptable to them. Remember this, keep
your doctor, keep your plan, 100 percent. Remember the $5 billion website?
Remember the website ﬁasco. I mean, you do admit that I think, right? The
website ﬁasco.
Obamacare is a disaster. We are going to come up with a new plan ideally
not an amended plan because right now if you look at the pages they're this
high. We're gonna come up with a new plan that's going to be better health
care for more people at a lesser cost.
DAVID MUIR: Last question because I know you're gonna show me around
the White House. Last question on this. You've seen the estimate that 18
million Americans could lose their health insurance if Obamacare is
repealed and there is no replacement. Can you assure those Americans
watching this right now that they will not lose their health insurance or end
up with anything less?
PRESIDENT TRUMP: So nobody ever deducts all the people that have
already lost their health insurance that liked it. You had millions of people
that liked their health insurance and their health care and their doctor and
where they went. You had millions of people that now aren't insured
anymore.
DAVID MUIR: I'm just asking about the people ...
PRESIDENT TRUMP: No, no.
DAVID MUIR: ... who are nervous and watching ...
PRESIDENT TRUMP: We ...
DAVID MUIR: ... you for reassurance.
PRESIDENT TRUMP: ... here's what I can assure you, we are going to have a
better plan, much better health care, much better service treatment, a plan
where you can have access to the doctor that you want and the plan that
you want. We're gonna have a much better health care plan at much less
money.
And remember Obamacare is ready to explode. And you interviewed me a
couple of years ago. I said '17 -- right now, this year, "'17 is going to be a
disaster." I'm very good at this stuﬀ. "'17 is going to be a disaster cost-wise
for Obamacare. It's going to explode in '17."
And why not? Obama's a smart guy. So let it all come do because that's
what's happening. It's all coming do in '17. We're gonna have an explosion.
And to do it right, sit back, let it explode and let the Democrats come
begging us to help them because it's on them. But I don't wanna do that. I
wanna give great health care at a much lower cost.
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/transcript-abc-news-anchor-david-muir-interviews-president/story?id=45047602
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Trump Says He Got Rid of Obamacare. The I.R.S. Doesnʼt Agree.
By Alan Rappeport
May 6, 2018

WASHINGTON — At a rally in Michigan a little over a week ago, President Trump assured his supporters that he had kept his promise to
abolish the Affordable Care Act — even though Congress had failed to repeal the Obama-era health law.
“Essentially, we are getting rid of Obamacare,” Mr. Trump said, reminding a cheering crowd that the individual mandate that required
most people to have health insurance or pay a penalty was scrapped as part of the Republican tax bill he signed into law last year. “Some
people would say, essentially, we have gotten rid of it.”
But despite Mr. Trump’s longstanding desire to unwind the signature legislative achievement of his predecessor, many parts of the
Affordable Care Act remain in place. And the Trump administration is even enforcing some of its provisions more aggressively than
President Barack Obama did — a reality that has enraged business groups and Republicans in Congress who still want the law ofﬁcially
repealed.
While the individual mandate may be dead, the employer mandate — the requirement that many companies offer health insurance to their
workers or pay a penalty — is very much alive. Under Mr. Trump, the Internal Revenue Service has been pursuing companies that fail to
comply with the mandate and, according to the agency, was sending penalty notices to more than 30,000 businesses around the country.
Business groups are pushing for the I.R.S. to stop enforcing the mandate and House Republicans, who voted to repeal much of the
Affordable Care Act a year ago, have proposed legislation to eliminate it. But most Democrats oppose major changes to the law and the
Republican leaders in the Senate have shown no interest in tackling health care after last year’s stinging defeat.
The employer mandate requires companies with more than 50 full-time employees to provide health beneﬁts to eligible employees or face
ﬁnes of more than $2,000 per worker. The Congressional Budget Ofﬁce predicted that these ﬁnes would total $12 billion in 2018.
The I.R.S. is working on settlements with some of the businesses that have had technical issues or paperwork glitches, according to David
Kautter, the Treasury Department’s assistant secretary for tax policy and the acting I.R.S. commissioner.
But other companies that have failed to provide insurance will face stiff ﬁnes.
“I think it is horribly unfair and unjust,” Representative Jody Hice, a Republican from Georgia who has been a leading voice in the
opposition to the employer mandate, said at a hearing where Mr. Kautter testiﬁed in April. “What I am asking at this point is for the I.R.S.
to continue not to enforce it, as is what took place under the Obama administration,” he said, referring to a reprieve that was granted while
businesses and the government sorted out compliance details.
Some lawyers contend that the I.R.S. is on shaky ground in trying to enforce the employer mandate penalties, arguing that the
government has not followed proper procedures, like notifying employers that they were in violation of the law.
“The Affordable Care Act and federal regulations clearly state that a health insurance exchange must notify an employer that one or more
employees qualiﬁed for premium tax credits before the I.R.S. can impose penalties,” said Christopher E. Condeluci, an employee beneﬁts
lawyer. “Most of the employers subject to penalties for 2015 never received the notices required under the law.”

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/06/business/trump-obamacare-irs.html
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A worker answered questions about Affordable Care Act enrollment last year in Georgia.
Under Mr. Trump, the Internal Revenue Service has been pursuing companies that fail to
comply with the employer mandate and is sending penalty notices to more than 30,000
businesses around the country. Audra Melton for The New York Times

E. Neil Trautwein, a vice president of the National Retail Federation, said some penalties resulted from an employer’s failure to check a
particular box on a government form indicating that it had offered coverage to eligible employees.
In one case, Mr. Trautwein said, a $20 million penalty was imposed on a restaurant chain because one of its vendors had failed to check the
proper box. “The penalty was negotiated down to zero,” Mr. Trautwein said. “It was an inadvertent mistake in ﬁlling out a complicated
new form.”
John D. Arendshorst, an employee beneﬁts attorney at Varnum, said he has been busy ﬁelding questions from companies that have
received proposed assessments from the I.R.S. and said the government has shown a willingness to reduce penalties when appropriate. In
one case, a business with about 500 employees received an assessment for $1.9 million. That was ultimately reduced to $20,000 because
the penalty was caused by a computer error.
“They were shocked for sure,” Mr. Arendshorst said of the initial penalty letter. “They felt it was a big mistake and it turned out to be.”
Under the Affordable Care Act, the employer mandate was to take effect in 2014. The Obama administration delayed enforcement for an
additional year after employers said they needed more time to comply with rules requiring them to report on the coverage they provided
to employees. And the Treasury Department needed more time to clarify the requirements. It was not until late last year that the I.R.S.
had the capacity to determine which businesses were in violation of the mandate, and the agency is just now sending penalty letters
related to the 2015 tax year. Penalty letters for the 2016 and 2017 tax years are expected to follow soon.
Republicans criticized the decision to begin enforcing the mandate as a parting shot by the former I.R.S. commissioner John Koskinen,
whom they had previously assailed over the agency’s scrutiny of conservative nonproﬁt organizations. While Mr. Trump had issued an
executive order that called for easing the Affordable Care Act’s regulations, the Treasury Department, which oversees the I.R.S., said it
was required to abide by the law and enforce the employer mandate.
Mr. Koskinen pushed back against the idea that he was attempting to punish conservatives by jump-starting enforcement of the employer
mandate, and he said that companies had been given plenty of notice that they needed to provide insurance to their employees.
“The I.R.S. does not have the authority not to collect the money,” Mr. Koskinen said in an interview, adding that there was no reason to
hold off on penalizing companies. “Delaying wouldn’t accomplish anything except delay.”
Business groups have been lobbying Congress to repeal the employer mandate or to get the I.R.S. to stop enforcing it. They argue that
companies did not receive sufﬁcient notice that they needed to comply with a provision of the health law that had not been enforced for
seven years.
“The employer mandate always existed to support the individual mandate,” said Jim Klein, president of the American Beneﬁts Council.
“There’s no logic or fairness in having an employer mandate in the absence of having an individual mandate.”
Mr. Klein said he would like to see a legislative ﬁx to address the situation.
Mr. Trump himself has added to the confusion over the mandate by repeatedly asserting that the Affordable Care Act had been essentially
eliminated because Republicans did away with the individual mandate.
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/06/business/trump-obamacare-irs.html
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“It’s yet another reason why the employer mandate needs to go,” Representative Kevin Brady of Texas, the Republican chairman of the
House Ways and Means Committee, said of the penalties.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/06/business/trump-obamacare-irs.html
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President Trump Calls the Show!
by Rush Limbaugh - Aug 1,2018

RUSH: So I have this note on the call screener computer: “On the
hotline…” We don’t have a hotline. “On the hotline, you’re receiving a
phone call in recognition of your anniversary broadcast. You’ll want to
take this immediately.” Okay. So we’re going to the phones and we have
a special guest. Who is it?

https://www.rushlimbaugh.com/daily/2018/08/01/president-trump-calls-the-show/amp/
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haven’t given anybody reason to doubt you. You haven’t betrayed
anybody or made them think that you’re going to. An example: Here you
are suggesting that you’d be willing to maybe — you’d talk about —
shutting down the government if that’s what it took to get this wall built.
THE PRESIDENT: Yeah.
RUSH: Now the traditional Republican says, “Oh, no! No! Don’t say that!”
There you are saying, “Oh, yeah. I’ll be glad to do it if that’s what it
takes.”
THE PRESIDENT: Yeah, I actually think it would be positive.
RUSH: People don’t understand your voters rally to you for that.
THE PRESIDENT: We had Obamacare repealed and replaced, and a
man — I won’t mention his name. But a man at 2 o’clock in the morning
went thumbs down, and he campaigned for years on repeal and replace.
We had the chance. Nobody even spoke to him about it, because it was
something that was unthinkable what he did, and because of that… But
still, I have just about ended Obamacare. We have great health care. We
have a lot of great things happening right now. New programs are coming
out.
We got rid of the individual mandate. But that was very disappointing to
me that night — and he did it because of me, probably. But that was very
disappointing. That was a horrible thing he did to our country. And,
frankly, it cost $1 trillion because we would have saved $1 trillion, on top
of which we would have had good health care. But we’re doing it a
different way. We have to go a different route. But he cost us a trillion
dollars. And the other thing is the wall. We’ve started it. It’s like pulling
teeth, though, getting these guys to get it done is. You have no idea how
tough I’ve been.
I say, “Hey, if you have a shutdown, you have a shutdown.”
Now, the shutdown could also take place after the election. I happen to
think it’s a great political thing, because people want border security. It’s
not just the wall, Rush, as you know. It’s border security. It’s getting rid of
catch-and-release, where you catch somebody, he can be a criminal of
the highest order, and you have to release him! You catch him, you take
https://www.rushlimbaugh.com/daily/2018/08/01/president-trump-calls-the-show/amp/
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SPEECH: DONALD TRUMP HOLDS A POLITICAL RALLY IN
SOUTHAVEN, MISSISSIPPI - OCTOBER 2, 2018
 people

 president

 Supreme Court justice

 America

 United States

 Supreme Court

 Mississippi

 country

 Negative

 fake news

Donald Trump

1

Hello, Mississippi, hello. Beautiful. [Audience Chants USA] Well, I have to start by saying that 2020 is looking
really easy, isn't it? I think the fake news media back there is starting to get it, folks. I think they're starting.
They're starting to understand what's going on. And I'm thrilled to be back in this great state, with thousands
of proud, loyal, hard-working American patriots.

 American patriots

 Mississippi

 AI

 Audience Chants USA

 proofread transcript

 hard-working American patriots

 Negative

Donald Trump

2

Thank you. In less than two years, we've achieved the biggest comeback in American history. That's what's
happened. The economy is booming. Wages are rising. And more Americans are working today than ever
before. Today -- ever before. Think of it. Now, just think of that. Today, we have more Americans working than
we've ever had in the history of our country, right now, today.

 American Patriots

 Mississippi

 hardworking American Patriots

 fake news media

 biggest comeback

 Positive

Donald Trump
(https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/trump-white-house-consolidated-news-releasefeed/id1213702329)

© Copyright 2020 FactSquared, Inc (http://factsquared.com)
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Donald Trump
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We'll take it from China. We'll take it from the European Union, who has taken advantage of us for years.
We'll take it from Japan. We'll take it from our new, beautiful transaction, which is a fair transaction, and good
for them, too, Mexico, Canada. We're going to have plenty of money coming in, folks, when we fix up these
horrible trade deals.

 European Union

 China

 Japan

 sanctuary cities

 Day. Sanctuary cities

 horrible trade deals

Donald Trump

 Positive

82

So we're going to take care of pre-existing conditions. People that have a problem are going to be helped by
the Republican Party from -- from the time I got elected, really. You look at what we've done with Obamacare.
It's a disaster. We had it beaten. But I'll say it a different way than I have been saying it. We didn't get one
Democrat vote.

 Border Patrol

 Republican Party

 ICE

 pre-existing conditions

 job

 Democrat vote

Donald Trump

 Negative

83

We had it repealed and replaced. A little shocked took place early in the morning. But the fact is, we didn't get
one Democrat vote. We would have saved a trillion dollars -- think of it -- our country would have saved $1
trillion had we gotten that extra vote. We didn't get one vote from one Democrat. But we've pretty much
dismantled it. And here's a nice story.

 San Diego

 California

 Democrat vote

 extra vote

 Negative
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SPEECH: DONALD TRUMP HOLDS A POLITICAL RALLY IN
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA - NOVEMBER 2, 2018
 people

 West Virginia

 Democrats

 America

 United States

 United States Senate

 health care

 vote

 Positive

 country

Donald Trump

1

Wow, thank you so much. Hello, West Virginia. What a place. You know, we only won West Virginia by 42
points last time. 42 points. You know what that is? That's like -- did anyone ever hear of 42 points -- and we're
going to better this time, OK? But I'm thrilled to be back in this great state. I love this state with thousands of
hard working American patriots.

 West Virginia

 AI

 proofread transcript

 working American patriots

Donald Trump

 Negative

2

And what job numbers we had today. Did you hear? Did you hear? We're going to that. They all say speak
about the economy. Speak about the economy. Well, we have the greatest economy in the history of our
country... but sometimes it's not as exciting to talk about the economy, right? Because we have a lot of other
things to talk about.

 West Virginia

 hardworking American patriots

 economy

Donald Trump

 Negative

3
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69
Few thousand? We had over 100,000 people that wanted to come. We had 22,000 people in the arena. We
had thousands and thousands of people outside of the arena. Donald Trump spoke today in front of a crowd
of a few thousand people. Can you believe it? It's called the fake news, folks. But I head President Obama
speak today.

 Democrats

 Donald Trump

 President Obama

 Negative

 illegal aliens

Donald Trump

70

I had to listen -- I was in the plane; I had nothing else to do. I heard him talk about telling the truth. He was
talking about you have to tell the truth. And yet 28 times he said you can keep your doctor if you like your
doctor. You can keep your plan if you like your plan. They were all lies. Over and over again you heard that.

 West Virginia

$100 billion

 illegal immigration costs

 entire state budget

 truth

Donald Trump

 Negative

71

Just used it to pass a terrible healthcare plan that we are decimating strike by strike. You saw what happened
to the individual mandate, the most unpopular part. And we actually had Obamacare killed except for one
Republican vote and any Democrat -- one Democrat and we would have had it obliterated and you would have
had great healthcare.

 fentanyl

 terrible healthcare plan

 ultra lethal fentanyl

 youth drug Fentanyl

 Negative
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Jim Acosta
@Acosta · Nov 2, 2018
Trump in Indiana: “we’ve decimated Obamacare.”
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Sign up

New to Twitter?
Sign up now to get your own personalized timeline!

Sign up

Replies
Dafnie @catjjjjjjjjjjj · Nov 2, 2018
Replying to @Acosta
And these people are still cheering him? Are they all high?
69

39

655

Loud & Proud @proudfeminist47 · Nov 2, 2018
Replying to @Acosta and @nutmom123
Cover this Jim!

Relevant people
Jim Acosta
@Acosta

Follow

CNN Chief White House
Correspondent. Author of NYT
Bestseller, “The Enemy of the People.”
Winner of NY Press Club “Truth to
Power” award. I believe in #realnews
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COVID-19 · LIVE
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billion to fight the pandemic
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COVID-19 updates for the US
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Jules @IAmJulesWard · Nov 2, 2018
Replying to @Acosta
The lengths that Trump and the Republicans will go to in order to deny
healthcare to Americans is staggering.

#timmylovespocs
Politics · Trending

Saudi Arabia
80.5K Tweets
Entertainment · Trending

#VoteBlueThisTuesday
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Robert Reich
@RBReich · May 16
Call me old-fashioned, but it’s nice to see a president speak in coherent
sentences.
2.3K

15K

138K

Scott Dworkin
@funder · May 17
BREAKING: TV ratings for Obama’s event last night were higher than almost
any show on broadcast tv all last week.
1.8K

19.2K

124.6K

Dan Rather
@DanRather · May 17
President Trump does so much projecting, he might as well open up a movie
theater.
2.2K

14.2K

97.5K
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Joe Biden
@JoeBiden · 3h
Search Twitter
Donald Trump is the most corrupt president in modern American history —
and his recovery efforts are making that clearer than ever.
11.8K

19.6K

Log in

Sign up

93.2K

Eugene Gu, MD
@eugenegu · May 17
No matter what Eric Trump does, and I’m sure he’ll have many gaffes, always
remember that he stole charity money from kids with cancer.
634

21K

88.7K

Adam Schiff
@RepAdamSchiff · May 17
As President Obama said last night,
“Doing what feels good, what’s convenient, what’s easy, that’s how little kids
think.”
Not how leaders act.
Being a leader means doing what’s right, even when it’s hard. Especially
when it’s hard.
To bring people together, and save lives.
7.2K

17.9K

82.1K

Kamala Harris
@KamalaHarris · 21h
They’re trying to dismantle the United States Postal Service and privatize it.
We must fight with every breath we have to make sure USPS workers are
protected and everyone has access to reliable, affordable mail service.
Congress must take immediate action to protect the USPS.
1.5K

18.3K

73.1K

Josh Campbell
@joshscampbell · May 17
I’ve grieved in silence since March because the last thing you needed was
more sad news, but here’s a tribute to my pup, taken too soon by illness.
If you’re raising a glass tonight, please raise one for Wilshire—an amazing
friend who brightened the day of everyone he ever met.

6.7K

2.2K

64K

Chuck Schumer
@SenSchumer · May 17
It's May 17th, and President Trump still doesn’t have an adequate national
testing strategy.
5K

12K

60.3K

andy lassner
@andylassner · May 17
Our kids are not Don Jr. and Eric, so today is already a win for all of us.
Happy Sunday.
https://twitter.com/acosta/status/1058514065595777024?s=21
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Search Twitter

5.1K

59.7K

Log in
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Scott Dworkin
@funder · May 17
Obama dominated Trump last night.
1.1K

5.4K

52K

Rick Wilson
@TheRickWilson · 18h
I'm blocked by Eric The Slow. My pain is constant and sharp.
2.3K

3.8K

51.4K

Joe Biden
@JoeBiden · 19h
In times of crisis, Americans stand as one. It's who we are. And it's how we're
going to get through this — together.
3.5K

8.3K

49.8K
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LIVE TV

Trump says administration will continue legal fight to
eliminate Obamacare
By Nikki Carvajal
Updated 3:24 PM ET, Wed May 6, 2020

Washington (CNN) — President Donald Trump said Wednesday his administration will continue to push the Supreme
Court to invalidate the A ordable Care Act, defying a last-minute request from Attorney General William Barr to
modify the administration's position.
"We're not doing anything. In other words, we're staying with the group, with Texas and the group," Trump told
reporters in the Oval O ce.
As it stands now, the Trump administration position fully backs the lawsuit ﬁled by a group of Republican states
seeking to invalidate the entire A ordable Care Act.
"Obamacare is a disaster, but we've run it very well, and we've made it barely acceptable," Trump said. "It was a
disaster under President Obama, and it's very bad health care. What we want to do is terminate it and give health
care. We'll have great health care, including preexisting conditions."
Trump said the administration had "already pretty much killed it because we got rid of the individual mandate."
"We want to terminate health care for -- under Obamacare because it's bad, and we're replacing it with a great
health care at far less money and it includes preexisting conditions," he said. The White House has yet to o er an
alternative to the 2010 law.
On Tuesday, CNN ﬁrst reported on Barr's push to persuade
the administration to modify its position in the Obamacare
dispute that will be heard at the Supreme Court this fall,
https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/06/politics/trump-obamacare/index.html
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arguing that the administration should pull back from its
LIVE TV
insistence that the entire law be struck down.
With a Wednesday deadline to make any alterations to its
argument looming, Barr made his case in a room with Vice
President Mike Pence, White House counsel Pat Cipollone,
members of the Domestic Policy Council, press secretary
Kayleigh McEnany and several other o cials. The meeting
ended without a decision and it was not immediately clear if
any shift in the Trump administration's position will emerge.

Related Article: Supreme Court hears
Obamacare contraceptive mandate
challenge via telephone

Barr and other top advisers have argued against the hard-line
position for some time, warning it could have major political
implications if the comprehensive health care law appears in
jeopardy as voters head to the polls in November.
Asked about Barr's push, Trump said he "didn't know about
that suggestion."

"I think I've spoken a lot about this to Bill Barr, and we're totally in lock step with all of the many states that want to
see much better health care." Trump said.

House Democrats cite coronavirus in defense of law
Lawyers for the House of Representatives launched a broad defense of the A ordable Care Act, telling the
Supreme Court that access to a ordable health care is a "life-or-death matter for millions of Americans."
In briefs ﬁled Wednesday, the lawyers linked the law to Covid-19 and said it had become an "indispensable
precondition to the social intercourse on which our security, welfare and liberty ultimately depend."
In addition, 20 states, led by California, ﬁled legal papers with the Supreme Court defending the law, arguing that it
has allowed tens of millions of Americans to obtain health care coverage, slowed the growth of health care costs
and conferred substantial savings on the states.
UPDATE: This story has been updated with responses from the House and California.
CNN's Ariane de Vogue contributed to this report.
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Gillette man arrested after allegedly biting his roommate multiple times

A 41-year-old man was arrested on suspicion of domestic battery and interference…
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Former Blackjewel workers get
special exemption from health
marketplace
By GREG JOHNSON NEWS RECORD MANAGING EDITOR gjohnson@gillettenewsrecord.net
Sep 25, 2019 0

PDF document

DOI Blackjewel alert
Sep 25, 2019 0

How to apply
Retroactive track
What: Marketplace
health insurance

Former Wyoming Blackjewel LLC coal miners
who have been out of work since July 1 and
without health insurance since their group health
plan was canceled Aug. 31 can sign up for the
federal health insurance marketplace retroactively
to Sept. 1.
The Wyoming Department of Insurance has
successfully lobbied the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) to make an “exceptional
circumstances” special enrollment period through
Oct. 30, said Denise Burke, an attorney with the
state Department of Insurance.
The exception allows former Blackjewel coal

https://www.gillettenewsrecord.com/news/local/article_df4c2e6b-6e6f-5f74-875a-7a2417a944ed.html[6/10/2020 4:17:18 PM]
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coverage retroactive to
Sept. 1, 2019.
Deadline: Oct. 30
Who to contact: You
must call the state
Department of
Insurance at 307-7777401 or 800-438-5768.
Ask for Ruth Case.
What then?: Identify
yourself as someone
whose coverage
through
Blackjewel/Revelation
was terminated Aug. 31
and you want to enroll
in a marketplace plan
with a Sept. 1 start
date. Department of
Insurance staff will help
you secure a
marketplace ID number
and begin the
application process.
The state DOI will give
the information to the
Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services,
which will evaluate the
application (this may
take several days).
Finish it up: CMS will
mail an eligibility notice
and, if you qualify, give
instructions on how to
finalize enrollment
through healthcare.gov.
Need help?: Call Ruth
Case at 307-777-7401
or 800-438-5768.
Regular track
What: Marketplace
health insurance
coverage beginning at a
date of your choosing.
Deadline: Oct. 30
Who to contact: Visit

miners an option to buy health insurance off the
marketplace and made it retroactively effective to
Sept. 1, which means workers and family members
with ongoing health issues can continue treatment
as if they never lost insurance.
That CMS made the allowance for Blackjewel
workers in Wyoming “is pretty extraordinary,”
Burke said, adding that the Department of
Insurance “had to advocate pretty hard for the
miners.”
Since nearly 600 Blackjewel employees at the
Eagle Butte and Belle Ayr mines in Campbell
County were abruptly locked out of their jobs July
1, the workers have been in a legal limbo.
At first, they were unable to access their 401(k)
retirement accounts to tide them over while
waiting for a potential call back to work because
the company contended they weren’t laid off, only
furloughed, and were still considered employees.
As the bankruptcy process progressed, the
company’s group health insurance was canceled as
of Aug. 31.
Because the plan was canceled and Blackjewel is
insolvent and in bankruptcy, employees did not
have the option to extend their health coverage
through COBRA, which would’ve allowed
workers to extend their health coverage for up to
18 months after losing their jobs.
When their health coverage ended Aug. 31, a 60-
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direct online at
healthcare.gov or call
800-318-2596.
What then?: Complete
an application and
indicate that you lost
health coverage within
the last 60 days. After
the marketplace
determines you’re
eligible for a special
enrollment period,
select a plan (you may
be required to submit
documents to confirm
you lost coverage, like
a termination notice
from the health care
provider or employer
visit
healthcare.gov/help/pro
ve-coverage-loss for
more information about
this step). Pay your
premium when
confirmed. You’ll get a
notice when to do this.
Need help?: Visit
localhelp.healthcare.go
v or call Wyoming 211.

day grace period began for former coal miners to
buy private health care coverage or enroll through
the federal marketplace.
While that grace period remains, in this case it’s
Oct. 30, the “exceptional circumstances” waiver by
CMS will allow people to enroll any time before
that date with an option to make coverage
retroactive to Sept. 1, Burke said.
While that also means paying for September under
whatever plan is chosen, it will help some workers
and their families dealing with ongoing serious
medical issues that can’t be treated without
continuous coverage, she said. With this, it would
be like their coverage hadn’t been interrupted.
“This gives them some options they didn’t have
before,” she said.
The exception basically means any former
Wyoming Blackjewel employee signing up for
marketplace health care coverage will have two
tracks to choose from. One is to make it retroactive
and the other allows a choice of when coverage
will begin.

Collection

Blackjewel
bankruptcy
Thirty-two Blackjewel coal operations in
Wyoming, Kentucky, Virginia and West
Virginia are in limbo after the company
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